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Abstract
The detection of license plate region is the most important
part of a vehicle’s license plate recognition process followed by
plate segmentation and optical character recognition. Edge
detection is commonly used in license plate detection as a
preprocessing technique. This paper compares the performance
of the image enhancement filters when used in edge detection
algorithms combined with connected component analysis to
extract license plate region. The experimental comparison of
Canny, Kirsch, Rothwell, Sobel, Laplace and SUSAN edge
detectors on gray scale images shows that Canny yields high plate
detection of 98.2% tested on 45,032 UK images containing license
plates at 720X288 resolution captured under various illumination
conditions. The average processing time of one image is 56.4 ms.
Keywords: Edge detection, Connected component analysis
(CCA), License plate (LP)

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, vehicle License Plate Recognition (LPR) is
becoming the key in Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSs)
with the main use being in Automatic Number Plate
Recognition (ANPR) systems. This is an image-processing
technology used to identify vehicles by their number plates.
The systems are created depending on market area, character
set, camera movement, imaging types, image processing
algorithms, hardware platforms, processing power and cost.
The ANPR systems usage is in car parking and traffic
monitoring including highways, law enforcement, automotive,
security, home monitoring and access control. There are
various License Plate (LP) character sets including Australian
[1], Chinese [2], Greek [3], Israel [4], Saudi [5], Spanish [6],
Taiwan [7], Turkey [8], UK [9] and US [10] reported in the
LPR literature. LPR is usually divided into three parts, which
are license plate detection (the most important part), character
segmentation and character recognition. LP detection is the
process of finding the region or location in an image that
contains the LP.
The aim of this work is to find algorithms that improve LP
detection rate. In order to evaluate the LP detection
performance, the testing data used is 45,032 UK LP images.
This may seem to be a lot of images compared to other work

performed so far as reported by the survey in [3]. The
advantage of using 45,032 is that 1% in LP detection of this
sample represents 450 LPs. This is a reasonable sample in
situations such as busy roads like the highway where more
cars use the road in any given day. This paper compares the
performances of the edge detection algorithms on the gray
scale images and their application in detecting license plates.
Edge detection is an image processing technique. In gray scale
images, an edge is defined by discontinuity in gray level
values to form object boundaries. The object boundaries
provide an advantage in object detection process from the
image. It is well-known that the edges shape is determined by
geometrical and optical properties of the object, image lighting
conditions and noise level [11].
Image enhancement for edge detection compared in this
work is performed in spatial domain. Three edges
enhancement methods based on differentiation operators
classified in [12] are investigated using gray-level image
processing. These are first derivative gradient edge detectors
(Kirsch and Sobel [28]), second derivative based on zero
crossing (Laplacian [28]) and Gaussian edge detectors (Canny
[18]). In addition, Rothwell [13] and SUSAN [14] edge
detectors are also compared. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows. Section (2) reviews previous work.
Section (3) discusses edge detectors and CCA algorithms.
Section (4) presents the LP detection algorithm. Section (5)
presents experimental result of edge detections and LP
detection obtained and finally Section (6) gives discussion and
conclusion.
II.

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK

In this section, previous work carried out on gray scale
images to find edges using enhancement filters (operators) and
their application to LP detection is reviewed.
A. Edge Detectors Comparison
The performance of different edge enhancement operators
is normally measured using subjective and objective methods.
A subjective method is based on human visual analysis on the
edge image while an objective one is based on signal to noise
ratio as used in [12, 15]. A classified and comparative study of
edge detection algorithm is presented in [15] where Boie-Cox
ICARCV2010

[16], Shen-Castan [17] and Canny [18] operators are better
than the classic Laplacian of Gaussian (LOG), while LOG is
better than Prewitt [27] and Sobel in case of noisy images. The
comparison of edge detection and Hough transform techniques
is reported in [19] where Canny, Rothwell, Black [20], Bezdek
[21], Iverson-Zucker [22] and SUSAN operators are compared
for satellite images. In this study, Canny performed best
followed by Rothwell then SUSAN. Another comparison
study is explained in [12]. In this paper it is shown that under
noisy conditions, Shen-Castan [23], Canny, Marr-Hildreth
[28], Kirsch, Sobel and Laplace demonstrate better
performance, respectively.
B. Licence Plate Detection with Edge Detectors
This section reviews LP detection when edge enhancement
algorithms are used. The detection of LP in [2] starts by
enhancing the image, then applying Sobel operator to find
vertical edges, followed by unwanted edges elimination and
finally, the plate region is extracted. The publication in [4]
starts LP finding by down sampling the input image, followed
by Robert [28] operator to find vertical edges (left and right
boundaries) and rank filter to get horizontal edges (top and
bottom). In [5] and [26], the vertical Sobel edge detector is
applied on the input image to give the resultant edge image,
followed by unwanted vertical edges filtering and vertical edge
matching compared to the known plate aspect ratio of a plate.
Table I is generated as a summary of a review of edge detection
enhancement filters for LP detection performed in this work. In
the table, the results of LP detection success, algorithm used,
algorithm performance in milliseconds (ms) and the sample
size used for testing are shown.
The edge enhancement methods clearly show a good LP
extraction rate and a fast extraction time is reported in [24].
The authors also reported that the main shortcomings of the
methods chosen being bad quality input image during the
image capture stage and unclear edges extraction which leads
to failure to detect LP. It is normally expected that the LP
detection goal is always to achieve a real-time result and high
recognition rate. However, the former depends very much on
the processor and algorithms used. The review shows
encouraging results in LP detection using edge enhancement
operators. This work will further investigate the performance of
Canny, Kirsch, Laplace, Rothwell, Sobel and SUSAN
operators on gray scale images.

it is very popular in image processing as shown in the
application of LP detection [1], [2], [5], [25] and [26].
Kirsch is similar to Sobel as explained in [28]. This
operator introduced a more practical way to avoid
mathematical operations needed to calculate the square root of
the sum of the squares needed by the Sobel. This method
applies the eight orientations of the derivative kernel and
keeps the maximum value. It requires only integer
multiplication and comparisons [28].
The Laplace algorithm works the exact same way as the
Sobel. The only difference is that Laplace uses one mask for
the second derivative in both the vertical and horizontal
directions as in [23] and [28]. However, because the mask is
approximating a second derivative measurement on the image,
it is very sensitive to noise as shown in Fig. 3. The LoG is
introduced to reduce the noise. In LoG the image is firstly
smoothed with a Gaussian filter then Laplace operator is
applied [28].
The Canny edge detector is classified as a Gaussian edge
detector according to [12]. This is because the filter can be
approximated by first-order derivatives of Gaussians. It can be
explained by a number of steps. Firstly, the image is smoothed
to eliminate any noise; it then finds the image gradients to
emphasize regions with high spatial derivatives.These regions
are tracked and any pixel within the region that is not at the
maximum is suppressed. At this point hysteresis is introduced
to track along the rest of the pixels that have not been
suppressed. Two thresholds are set for hysteresis, which are
compared to the gradient magnitude to find edge and non edge
[18]. The edges are illustrated in Fig. 4.
The Rothwell algorithm for edge detection is designed to
recover reliable topological descriptions as in [13]. In this
algorithm the image is smoothed to account for image
quantization, curved boundaries are fitted to provide reliable
geometric descriptions of edges chain and finally the scene
topology is recovered to detect object boundaries as shown in
Fig. 5.
TABLE I.

LITERATURE REVIEW LICENCE PLATE DETECTION RESULTS

[1]

Edge
Detection
Algorithm
Sobel

ANALYSIS

[ 2]

Sobel vertical

This section provides Canny, Kirsch, Laplace, Rothwell,
Sobel and SUSAN operators with CCA definitions.

[ 4]

Robert and
Rank
Sobel vertical

III.

EDGE DETECTORS AND CONNECTED COMPONENT

Ref.

[5 ]

The Sobel operator is regarded as a classical edge detector.
It convolves the image using small integer valued filter in
horizontal and vertical directions using a 3x3 mask for each
direction. The mask is applied over the whole image,
processing a square of pixels at a time. This gives emphasis to
regions of high frequency that corresponds to edges as shown
in Fig. 2. In other words, it is a two dimensional spatial
gradient measurement on an image [28]. This operator is
relatively inexpensive due to small integer value and therefore

Sample
Size

Success
%

Performance
(ms)

Not
reported
Not
reported
1000

Not
reported
97.0

Not
reported
500

96.3

227

610

96.2

Not
reported
100

[ 24]

Smoothing
Filter and
Edge
Mapping

478

96.0

[ 25]

Sobel

104

94.2

[ 26]

Sobel

710

96.05

Not
reported
Not
reported

SUSAN (Smallest Univalue Segment Assimilating
Nucleus) principle is complex. However, it is divided in steps
and designed to perform edge detection, corner detection and
structure-preserving image noise reduction [14]. In the edge
detection part, a circular mask is placed over the pixel to be
tested known as the nucleus and every pixel is then compared
to it using a smoothed „Top-Hat‟ function. A positive score is
only returned if the area is small enough (SUSAN) and this is
found using non-maximal suppression. The edges are shown in
Fig. 6. Corner detection is achieved by adding two more steps.
The first one is to find the centroid of the SUSAN, which is far
from the nucleus. The final step condition for corner detection
is that all points on the line from nucleus through the centroid
outside of the edge of the mask are in SUSAN. This is
explained in detail in [14].
CCA is a well-known technique in image processing. It
operates by scanning an image and labels its pixels into
components in order to identify connected pixel regions that
share similar pixel intensity value. If the intensity is given as
Z, for binary images
Z = {1}.

Figure 1. Input test image

Figure 2. Sobel edges image

(1)

The intensity for gray scale image with 256 levels is given as,
Z = {0, 2, 3 .., 255}.

(2)

CCA labeling works on binary or gray scale images and
different measures of connectivity either four-connected or
eight-connected may be used. The four-connected means that
the pixel coordinates (XZ, YZ) are neighbors and touches
pixels (XZ ± 1, YZ) and (XZ, YZ ± 1) edges in horizontal and
vertical direction.
The eight-connected means that the pixel coordinates (XZ,
YZ) are neighbors and touches pixels (XZ ± 1, YZ ± 1) and (XZ
± 1, YZ ± 1) edges in diagonal, horizontal and vertical
direction. CCA in binary images for LP extraction is reported
in [29] and [30].
IV.

Figure 3. Laplace edges image

Figure 4. Canny edges image

LICENSE PLATE DETECTION ALGORITHM

The plate detection algorithm used here is divided into four
parts. These are input image normalization, edges
enhancement using filters, edges finding and linking to
rectangles (CCA) and plate candidate finding. In this study,
connected component is performed on gray scale images and
four-connected CCA is used. This algorithm is based on gray
scale image processing. The algorithm is shown in Fig 7.
A. Normalization
The quality of images captured differs significantly
depending on location and lighting conditions. This results in
variable intensity levels even on flat surfaces. The majority of
the image processing is performed on the edges therefore the
selection of tolerable threshold is required in order to create a
correct number of edges. This is the difference between
maximum and minimum gray scale values.

Figure 5. Rothwell edges image

Figure 6. SUSAN edges image

During image acquisition stage, the aim is to obtain images
that are not too dark or too bright. The former will mean a
very low threshold will needed to be set and therefore detail is
lost within the plate whereas the latter will mean that not only
will a high threshold will be needed but it carries with it the
danger that the characters on the plates will be 'bleached out'.
Fig. 2 shows original image while Fig 8 shows a high response
to noise when normalization threshold is set low. This will
lead to more false candidate rectangles (in white) being
detected. The presence of false edges (noises) will slow down
the process, and hence the appropriate threshold level is
selected before calculating the edges present in the picture. In
theory, good quality plate images contain less than 1% edges
per image. In general, dark images have few edges and the
difference between black and white (plate contrast) will be
low while bright images have high contrast and therefore the
threshold value is set high to minimize the edges.
B. Edges Enhancement using Filters
After normalization, Sobel, Kirsch, Laplace, Canny,
Rothwell and SUSAN filters are applied to enhance edges and
their performance is investigated. Edges are enhanced using
various thresholds as shown in Fig. 2 to 6. The best result is
then added to the original image for processing. At this point
some of the unwanted edges (noises) have been reduced and
the threshold is passed on to the next step. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10
show horizontal and vertical edges.

Figure 8. Noisy response to low normalisation threshold with histogram
showing intensity variation on the plate image

Figure 9. Vertical edges on original image

Input image

Normalisation

Edge enhancement
filter

Find edge in image

Figure 10. Horizontal edges on original
Link vertical edge

Link horizontal edge

Link inter-line edge

Combine linked
edges into rectangles

Figure 11. Licence plate detected

Sort candidates by
scores

Return best
candidate

Figure 7. License Plate Detection Algorithm

Figure 12. Histogram showing intensity variation on the plate image

C. Edges Finding
The next step is to scan the image and a list of rising and
falling edges is found using pixel variation using the original
gray scale image with edges threshold provided from the
previous step. The plate properties are noted where the text is
usually in one color, and often on a plain background,
therefore there should be a high number of edges on the plates
(typically 100-2000 edges) compared to other parts of the
image. This is also illustrated in Fig. 12 where the image
histogram is plotted.
D. Edges Linking and Plate Candidate Finding
This is the final step. The horizontal and vertical edges are
linked and bounding rectangles are calculated and compared,
one for each potential plate within the image. This procedure
results in false identification of candidate rectangles as shown
in Fig. 8, which are eliminated by comparing with the plate
known resolution of 140x14 (about 2000 pixels) to obtain the
candidate rectangle as shown in Fig. 11.
V.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Two types of experiments are carried out. The first one is
to extract plate without edges enhancement filters and the
second one is to apply filters and compare their performance.
The processor used is Intel 2.4 GHz, 3GB of RAM PC using C
language under Visual Studio 2008. The algorithm is tested
using 45,032 UK images containing number plates. The
images are a mixture of color, gray scale and Infra Red. In
addition, the algorithm shows 99.8% plate detection rate when
tested on the Greek online database provided by [3].
In the Canny algorithm, the parameters are set as follows;
Sigma = 1.30, lower threshold =0.50 and higher threshold
high=0.90. In Rothwell, the parameters are set as Sigma = 1.0,
lower threshold = 12.0 and higher threshold =0.90. In SUSAN
the fast edge mode is selected with the threshold parameter set
at 20. In Sobel and Kirsch the classical horizontal and vertical
3x3 masks were used. In Laplace 5x5 mask is used. These
parameters were selected by testing a mixture of images (noisy
and less noisy).
Table II presents the overall results. Plate Extraction Time
(PET) is the time for plate detection. The results shows that
the time to process a single image containing plate is faster
than the time it takes to process an image without a plate. This
is because the algorithm scans through the whole image again
before moving to the next image when there is no plate to be
found.
VI.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Canny performs best compared to the algorithm without
enhancement filters with an improvement of 2.5% however; it
is slow and may struggle to achieve a real-time requirement
(25 frames per second). The fastest time is when no filters are
applied. This is expected as there is less computations taking
place. This algorithm is performing at real-time.

TABLE II.

EXPERIMENTAL LICENSE PLATE DETECTION RESULTS

Algorith
m

1 image
PET
(ms)

No plate
1 image PET
(ms)

45,032 images
PET
(ms)

Success
(%)

Laplace

6.6

14.4

64.9

90.8

Sobel

6.2

14.2

62.7

91.4

Kirsch

5.9

13.6

54.5

91.4

Canny

6.8

15.2

56.4

98.2

Rothwell

10.4

21.0

87.9

97.4

SUSAN

5.5

12.4

39.2

97.2

No filters

2.1

5.6

18.8

96.7

The drawback of not enhancing the images in this
algorithm when using this particular testing database is that
lower LP detection rate is observed compared to Canny,
Rothwell and SUSAN. SUSAN is also fast but shows less
plate detection rate compared to Canny.
Overall, in terms of plate detection rate, the descending
order is Canny, Rothwell, SUSAN, non enhanced algorithm,
Kirsch, Sobel and Laplace. In terms of performance time, the
descending order is non enhanced algorithm comes first
followed by SUSAN, Kirsch, Canny, Sobel, Laplace and
Rothwell. The summary is shown in Table II. The
improvement of LP detection when using Canny, Rothwell
and SUSAN is due to clear edges (less noisy) results provided
by the operators. It is noted that the algorithms return 2% false
positives (falsely identified) plates. The undetected plates are
due to bad plates and complex lighting conditions when the
plate is too dark, too bright or damaged while the false
positives are due to the CCA high response to edges.
To conclude, the results shows that edge enhancement
filters with less noises can be used to improve LP detection
when combined with CCA on gray scale images. However, a
good balance is needed in terms of speed and recognition rate
to determine the choice of the best algorithm. Future work will
focus on finding and further improving edge detector for
license plate detection with the aim of achieving higher and
accurate LP detection in real-time. With speed in mind, fast
processors will also be investigated.
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